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Abstract. Author Profiling is an important field for detection of demographic characteristics of users based on texts written by him. Our main
contribution is focused in determining a reduced subset of features that
represent frequent lexical words for each profile of Mexican twitters. The
new subset of features was obtained considering the frequency of words
in a profile (e.g.: students), employing the theory of Transition Points.
All the objects are represented in this new feature space conformed by
all the reduced subset computed for each class or profile. The classification phase was carried out using Support Vector Machines provided
by the Weka platform. The results obtained were good for Gender, but
needs more efforts for Location and Occupation, because, the main factor that affects the results correspond to scenarios with unbalanced class
distribution that impact the construction of the reduced vocabulary.
Keywords: Author Profiling · Transition Point · Mexican Twitter Profiling.
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Introduction

The modern society is characterized by an impressive use of digital technology
and in particular to socialize using Social Network platforms in which emotions,
ideas, new information, etc, are expressed. Users share their information using
image, text, videos and other resources. All the available public information of
an user, and in particular text and image, could be used to determine demographic attributes of him, such as, gender, age, personality, level of scholarship
and others, and this is the key question in study in the field of Author Profiling
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(AP) analysis.
In 2018, it was proposed the MexA3T task for Author Profiling and Aggressiveness analysis focused on Mexican tweets [3]. The AP task comprises the
detection of Place of Residence and Occupation of an user profile based on the
set of tweets written by him. As it was exposed in the overview [3], it was a
challenging task and for that reason they relaunch a similar task; including the
analysis of Gender characteristics.
An important difference of this year [1] with respect to the previous task is that
an user profile is distributed not only using the text of the tweets, but also images were incorporated on the profiles. This will allow the use of Text and Image
for profiling classification and it is not necessary to use both information.
The principal evaluation Forum for Authorship Analysis over several years has
been the PAN Lab at CLEF and in particular it has evaluated the AP [5] task
considering the identification of Gender, Personality, Age, etc.
In MexA3T 2018 AP task, participated 4 teams [9] [2] [6] [8], the majority of
them used an approach based on SVM classification and representation of text
employing as features n-grams of character and lexical tokens. The MXAA [9]
team was in average the top ranked and it used a feature selection and term
weighting strategies that allowed them to achieve very good results.

2

Proposal for MexA3T 2019

Our main contribution is focused in determining a reduced subset of features
that represent frequent lexical words for each profile of Mexican tweets writers.
The new subset of features was obtained considering the frequency of words
in a profile (e.g.: students), by using of, the theory of Transition Point [7]. All
the objects are represented in this new feature space conformed by all the reduced subset in each class or profile. The classification phase was performed
using Support Vector Machines provided by the Weka [4] platform with default
configuration.

2.1

Transition Point

The architecture for the dimensionality reduction of the vocabulary based on
Transition Point Method is illustrated in the Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Architecture for dimensionality reduction using Transition Point

Transition Point (TP), refers to a frequency value in the vocabulary that
delimit a frontier in which the terms of the vocabulary are relevant to the class
and with high presence in objects of that class. It is based on the fundamentals
studied and proposed by [11], who formulated the Law of word frequencies in
a text, Zipf’s Law. We first build a vocabulary for each profile (e.g., a vocabulary for male profile and a vocabulary for female profile) and each term of the
vocabulary is associated with the frequency of occurrence in the tweets of its
correspondence profile. The TP is calculated for each vocabulary profile (Vp )
and using this, it is selected a percentage of tokens with frequency close to the
value of TP. The new vocabulary for a profile class (Gender Profile) is formed
by the union of the tokens present in the reduced vocabulary obtained for each
profile.
2.2

Tweet representation

The profiles are conformed by several tweets written by users. We consider a
tweet as a document and represent the tweet by the tokens extracted using a
Natural Language Processing Tools (NLPt). We used the FreeLing [10] NLPt and
executed a first representation based on the tokens extracted by the tokenizer.
A second representation was built considering the lemmas of the tokens. In each
of these representations, the features are weighted by a normalized frequency of
occurrence.
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2.3

Machine Learning Method

The supervised classification phase is done using SVM implemented in Weka
platform with the default parameters. An user profile is conformed by all the
tweets written by him, and afterwards each tweet is represented in the new
reduced vocabulary, it is conformed a prototype formed by a centroid of all the
tweets.

3

Evaluation, Results and Discussion

The dataset distributed contains profiles for three classes: Gender, Location and
Occupation [1] and the difference with respect to MexA3T 2018 task is the
Gender class. Particularly, the Gender dataset is balanced for each class, female
and male, but the Location and Occupation dataset is unbalanced.
The evaluation was made using F-measure by class, accuracy and F-average in
a profile.
The row CerpamidUA-Gender-Text-run1 used as vocabulary the extraction of
1 percent of tokens from the vocabulary of each class and the representation
based on words extracted by a tokenizer. The row CerpamidUA-Gender-Textrun2 considered 10 percent of tokens and the representation based on lemmas.
In Table 1, is illustrated the results obtained for gender classification.
Table 1. Gender results.
Team
CerpamidUA-Gender-Text-run2
CerpamidUA-Gender-Text-run1
CIC-VCR-Secondary-Gender-Image
CIC-VCR-Gender-Image

F(P,R)
0.83
0.83
0.52
0.47

Acc
0.83
0.83
0.52
0.48

P
0.84
0.83
0.52
0.48

R
0.83
0.83
0.52
0.48

The results obtained by run2 are similar than those of run1. In general the
results are good, due to the balanced scenarios in both classes male and female.
It is also important to notice that the representation based on lemma has less
dimension than the representation based on tokens and the proposal to obtain a
new vocabulary considering the TP, reduced the dimension dramaticaly obtaining good results.
In Table 2, is illustrated the result obtained for Location classification.
Table 2. Location results.
Team
CerpamidUA-Location-run2
CerpamidUA-Location-run1
CIC-VCR-Secondary-Gender-Image
CIC-VCR-Gender-Image

F(P,R)
0.50
0.48
0.14
0.10
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Acc
0.63
0.61
0.23
0.16

center
0.68
0.70
0.41
0.36

southeast
0.38
0.39
0.04
0.00

northwest
0.66
0.66
0.09
0.08

north
0.16
0.25
0.02
0.04

northeast
0.70
0.72
0.20
0.13

west
0.28
0.26
0.10
0.02
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The results for Location classification are not high. The results are modest ,
we suppose that this drop, can be caused by the unbalance of the datasets. The
majority classes get the best results, but the classes with few profiles achieved
worse values. The accuracy values reflect that the majority class classifies very
good its objects. The main problem is related to the vocabulary constructed,
because the class with few objects contributes less with new tokens corresponding
to it.
In Table 3, is illustrated the results obtained for Occupation classification, and
the analysis of the results reflects similar conclusions than those explained for
Location classification.
Table 3. Occupation results.
Team
CerpamidUA-Occupation-run2
CerpamidUA-Occupation-run1
CIC-VCR-Secondary-Gender-Image
CIC-VCR-Gender-Image

4

F(P,R)
0.39
0.38
0.11
0.09

Acc
0.65
0.66
0.26
0.23

others
0.10
0.13
0.00
0.00

arts
0.25
0.33
0.09
0.11

student
0.85
0.86
0.44
0.43

social
0.56
0.55
0.13
0.07

sciences
0.19
0.20
0.06
0.04

sports
0.30
0.35
0.00
0.00

Conclusion and Future Work

In class with few document the results were low, determined by the scarce variety of the words of these classes in the vocabulary generated using TP. It was
obtained very good results in the identification of gender, conditioned by the
balance between classes. The weight of the features should be evaluated considering the difference between dictionaries per class and the importance of each
word in the new reduced vocabulary.
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